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Abstract

The engineered three-helix bundle, UVF, is thermostabilized entropically due to

heightened, native-state dynamics. However, it is unclear whether this thermo-

stabilization strategy is observed in natural proteins from thermophiles. We per-

formed all-atom, explicit solvent molecular dynamics simulations of two three-helix

bundles from thermophilic H. butylicus (2lvsN and 2lvsC) and compared their dynam-

ics to a mesophilic three-helix bundle, the Engrailed homeodomain (EnHD). Like UVF,

2lvsC had heightened native dynamics, which it maintained without unfolding at

100�C. Shortening and rigidification of loops in 2lvsN and 2lvsC and increased

surface hydrogen bonds in 2lvsN were observed, as is common in thermophilic pro-

teins. A buried disulfide and salt bridge in 2lvsN and 2lvsC, respectively, provided

some stabilization, and addition of a homologous disulfide bond in EnHD slowed

unfolding. The transferability and commonality of stabilization strategies among

members of the three-helix bundle fold suggest that these strategies may be general

and deployable in designing thermostable proteins.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

De novo designed proteins tend to be highly stable and thermostable,

if they fold at all.1–3 Computationally and rationally designed proteins

often include structural features that are associated with stability,

although few projects explicitly attempt to design highly thermo/

stable proteins.4,5 It remains an open question whether the strategies

that make designed proteins thermostable in practice are the same as

those found in nature, in the proteins of thermophilic organisms. Fur-

thermore, if the strategies that designed proteins use are different

from those employed by nature, will they be compatible with function,

the ultimate goal of protein engineering?

We previously explored a pair of three-helix bundle proteins,

EnHD and UVF. The Engrailed homeodomain (EnHD, Figure 1A)) is a

transcription factor from D. melanogaster that has ultra-fast folding

and unfolding kinetics.6 UVF was de-novo designed by the Mayo

Group based on EnHD's backbone, and it is highly thermostable (Tm

> 99�C).7 Based on molecular dynamics (MD) and coarse-grained sim-

ulations, UVF was hypothesized to be thermostabilized enthalpically

due to surface salt bridges and entropically due to the nanosecond-

timescale dynamics of its backbone and buried hydrophobic side

chains.8 While surface salt bridges are common and contribute to

thermostability among naturally thermostable proteins,9–13 entropic

thermostabilization due to heightened dynamics has been less-well

documented.14–16 As UVF does not perform any function, it is unclear

whether this method of thermostabilization is compatible withCatrina Nguyen and Lauren M. Yearwood contributed equally to this work.
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function and therefore could have broad applicability in designing

thermostable proteins. However, if thermostabilization via dynamics

is observed in a similar, naturally occurring, thermophilic protein, it

would provide evidence that this strategy is not only compatible with

function but may also be an untapped method for designing thermo-

stable proteins. Here, we set out to investigate whether a homolo-

gous, naturally occurring thermophilic three-helix bundle was

thermostabilized similarly to UVF.

Hyperthermus butylicus is a thermophilic archaebacterium isolated

off the coast of the Portuguese island of S~ao Miguel. Its optimum

growth temperature is between 95 and 106�C, suggesting that its pro-

teins are highly thermostable.17 It has a class 2 CRISPR DNA repeat-

binding protein with two three-helix-bundle domains (Cbp2Hb,

Figure 1B), which bind DNA.18 The two bundles have 6 and 22%

sequence identity to EnHD, respectively (Figure 1C), and we will refer

to them here by PDB code, noting them as N- and C-terminal, as

2lvsN and 2lvsC. We used room- and high-temperature all-atom,

explicit solvent MD simulations to investigate the structural and

dynamic properties that led to these three-helix bundle proteins' high

thermostability, and we compared their thermostabilization strategies

with UVF's.

Like UVF, the C-terminal bundle (2lvsC) had heightened backbone

dynamics, although its core side chains did not; the effect was present

but more subtle for the N-terminal bundle (2lvsN). Also like UVF,

2lvsN had many surface polar interactions, but 2lvsC had fewer than

EnHD. Both domains had a shorter and more-rigid first loop than

EnHD, as is common in thermostable proteins. But unexpectedly,

2lvsC and 2lvsN buried less hydrophobic surface area than EnHD

upon folding. Both domains contain a strong core interaction; 2lvsN

has a disulfide bond and 2lvsC has a salt bridge. These two interac-

tions contributed to but did not fully explain the proteins' extreme

thermostabilities. Insertion of a disulfide bond or salt bridge in an

equivalent position in EnHD was somewhat thermostabilizing,

although the disulfide bond was more effective.

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Preparation of protein structures

Starting structures were retrieved from the Protein Data Bank (PDB)

for EnHD (PDB 1enh)19 and 2lvs (PDB 2lvs).18 For the 2lvs NMR

structure, model 1 was chosen, and the structure was divided into its

two three-helix-bundle domains, 2lvsN (residues 1–45) and 2lvsC (res-

idues 59–103). In 2lvsN, the two cysteine residues (residues 7 and 28)

had been mutated to serine for ease of structure determination, so

they were mutated back to cysteine by manually renaming the resi-

dues and the OG atoms to SG. To create the disulfide-bonded version

(2lvsN-ss), the rotamers of both cysteines were chosen such that the

side chains pointed toward each other in Chimera using the Dunbrak

rotamer library.20,21 The NMR structure of 2lvs contains a threonine

at residue 68, whereas the Uniprot sequence (A2BLH2) contains a

proline. As it was unclear which was biologically accurate, the

2lvsCP68 construct was also built in Chimera. To build the salt bridge

and disulfide bond mutations in 2lvsC and EnHD (2lvsCT68-nosb,

2lvsCP68-nosb, EnHD-ss, and EnHD-sb), rotamers were again assigned

using Chimera. Helical content in the experimental structures was

assessed using Chimera's implementation of the DSSP algorithm.

2.2 | Molecular dynamics simulations

All protein structure files were created in VMD22 using autopsf. A

DISU patch was added during the autopsf step for 2lvsN-ss and

EnHD-ss. Hydrogen atoms were added consistent with neutral pH

using autopsf, and none of the proteins contains a histidine. Side chain

protonation states were unchanged at high temperature, as their pKas

are not expected to change significantly.23,24 Using NAMD 2.1125

with the CHARMM36m force field,26–28 1000 steps of conjugate gra-

dient minimization was performed for each structure. The proteins

F IGURE 1 Protein structures and sequences for EnHD and 2lvs. (A) Mesophilic EnHD (PDB 1enh, residues 3–56) colored by helix (HI 10–22,
HII 28–38, HIII 42–55). (B) Thermophilic Cbp2Hb/2lvs (PDB 2lvs, residues 1–105) colored by helix (2lvsN residues 1–45, H1 4–18, H2 21–27, H3
32–45; 2lvsC residues 59–103, H4 63–75, H5 79–86, H6 91–100) showing excluded linker regions (residues 46–59, 104–105). (C) Aligned
sequences with helical regions indicated in bold and residues of interested underlined (EnHD Q12, L38, L40; 2lvsN C7, C28; 2lvsC E65,
P/T68, R88)
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were solvated in a cubic box of TIP3P water29 with edge lengths of

either 46 or 50 Å, and KCl ions30 were added to neutralize the system

at a concentration of 150 mM. The full system was minimized for an

additional 100 steps then heated to 25 or 100�C and equilibrated for

5 ps with a 2-fs time step. The NPT ensemble (constant number of

particles, pressure, and temperature) was maintained using a Langevin

thermostat and barostat, and bonds with hydrogen atoms were con-

strained using SHAKE. Full-system, periodic electrostatics were calcu-

lated using particle mesh Ewald, and a smooth cutoff of 8 Å was

applied to van der Waals interactions. Five 100-ns production runs

were performed for each protein at both temperatures with structures

saved every 1 ps. The simulations of wild type EnHD have been previ-

ously described.8

2.3 | Simulation analysis

Analysis of the coordinate files was performed using the in lucem

molecular mechanics (ilmm) software suite.31 The Cα RMSD was cal-

culated relative to the minimized starting structure over the helical

core: residues 10–54 for EnHD, 3–43 for 2lvsN, and 63–100 for

2lvsC; and a 100-ps rolling average was plotted. In addition, the core

Cα RMSD was calculated between all structures from all 10 simula-

tions at a 10-ps resolution in a pairwise manner, resulting in an

all-versus-all core Cα RMSD matrix.

Solvent accessible surface area was quantified for each residue

using ilmm's implementation of the Lee and Richards algorithm32 and

broken down by buried and surface residues. Buried residues were

defined as those in the minimized starting structure that had ≤30% of

the SASA of the same residue in an extended pentapeptide, Gly-Gly-

Xxx-Gly-Gly. Buried residues for each protein were assigned as: 8, 12,

16, 19, 20, 26, 30, 31, 34, 35, 38, 40, 42, 44, 45, 48, and 49 for EnHD;

11, 12, 14, 19, 21, 24, 25, 28, 35, 38, 39, and 42 for 2lvsN; and

61, 65, 69, 77, 82, 83, 86, 88, 92, 93, and 96 for 2lvsC. SASA was also

broken into hydrophobic and polar based on atomic partial charges.

Contacts between residue pairs were counted if they contained at

least one pair of atoms participating in a hydrogen bond, hydrophobic

interaction, or “other” interaction. Three atoms made a hydrogen bond if

the donor-hydrogen-acceptor angle was within 45� of linearity and the

donor and acceptor atoms were <2.6 Å apart. Two carbons made a

hydrophobic contact if they were bound to at least one hydrogen atom

and were <5.4 Å apart. Any two other non-hydrogen atoms that were

<4.6 Å apart were defined as an “other” contact. Subsets of contacts that
occurred between two buried residues or two surface residues were con-

sidered. Salt bridges were counted if the side-chain oxygen atoms of

aspartate and glutamate and the nitrogen and associated hydrogen atoms

of arginine and lysine made a hydrogen bond or “other” interaction.
Helical content was assessed using ilmm's implementation of the

DSSP algorithm33 as well as based on backbone ϕ/ψ angles. Those resi-

dues that were classified as α-helix by DSSP >25% of the time in simula-

tions at 25�C were considered helical, and others were considered loops.

Transition states were identified for EnHD, EnHD-ss, and EnHD-

sb in each of the five simulations at 100�C where the protein

denatured using the method developed by Li and Daggett.34,35 Briefly,

all-versus-all core Cα RMSD matrices were calculated for each simula-

tion at 100�C with a 10-ps resolution. The exit of the native cluster

was identified as the transition state on a three-dimensional projec-

tion of a multidimensional scaling of the matrix in R.36 These times

were confirmed by visual inspection of the trajectories, using move-

ment of HIII away from the HI-HII core as the first step of

unfolding.37

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Here we will describe some general features of our MD simulations of

EnHD, 2lvsN, and 2lvsC. Next, we will discuss several structural and

dynamic features common to thermophilic proteins and observe

whether 2lvs shared these features. We will investigate the backbone

and side chain dynamics of 2lvs to determine whether it was thermo-

stable for a similar reason as UVF. Finally, we will determine the con-

tribution of the core disulfide bond from 2lvsN and salt bridge from

2lvsC to their thermostabilization and observe whether a similar inter-

action engineered into EnHD was stabilizing.

3.1 | MD simulations of EnHD reproduced the
stability in EnHD at 25 and 100�C

The EnHD simulations have been described previously,8 but briefly,

the protein had completely different dynamics at 100�C compared to

25�C, evidenced by its increasing core Cα RMSD over time at 100�C

and significantly higher core Cα RMSF at 100�C than 25�C

(Figure 2A–C and Figure S1). EnHD behaved as expected, compared

with experimental results, showing stability at 25�C and the early

steps of unfolding at 100�C (Figure 2D).

3.2 | Bending of H1 in 2lvsN

H1 of 2lvsN was straight in the initial, NMR structure, but it bent

toward the core over the simulation time, with the frequent loss of the

backbone hydrogen bond between Asp6 and Ile10 (Figure 2D). This

bending allowed additional burial of Val4 and Leu8 with Thr34, Lys37,

Ala38, Leu42, and Met45. There was varying but minimal bending in

H1 in many of the NMR models, so it is unclear why this bending was

more pronounced and so common in our MD simulations.

3.3 | The ambiguous amino acid at position 68 of
2lvsC

2lvsC contains a threonine at residue 68 in its PDB structure but a

proline in its Uniprot sequence. It was unclear which residue is accu-

rate, so we performed simulations with both, 2lvsCP68 and 2lvsCT68.

H4, which contains residue 68, was far more stable at 100�C in
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2lvsCT68 than 2lvsCP68, based on both DSSP and ϕ/ψ definitions for

α-helix (Figure S2). In all simulations of 2lvsCP68 at 100�C, H4

unwound at the N-terminus due to the inability of Glu64 and Pro68

to form a main-chain hydrogen bond. However, even in these simula-

tions, the hydrophobic core and overall three-helix bundle fold over

residues 67–100 was maintained. Curiously, 2lvsCT68 had a lower

core Cα RMSD at 100�C than at 25�C (Figure 2A,B and Figure S1) in

four of the five replicates, potentially showing higher stability at the

higher temperature. Prolines are not usually found in helices, and they

are even less common among helices in thermophilic proteins.11 It is

our suspicion that there was an error at this position in the sequence

deposited in Uniprot, and the sequence that was cloned for structural

characterization containing Thr68 is the correct wild type sequence.

3.4 | The role of secondary structure and
hydrophobic surface area in 2lvs thermostability

Thermophilic proteins tend to have shorter loops and higher propor-

tions of their residues in α-helices than mesophilic proteins.10,11 It is

difficult to quantify the fraction of α-helix in 2lvs due to the

somewhat arbitrary definition of the N- and C-termini of the domains.

However, it is clear that the loop between the first two helices is

shorter in 2lvsN and 2lvsC than in EnHD, and this difference is

maintained during the MD simulations at 25�C (Table S1). The first

loop is also more rigid, relative to the flexibility of the helices, in 2lvs

than in EnHD (Figure 2C). Thermophilic proteins often have shorter

and more rigid loops than mesophilic proteins.10,11

Burial of hydrophobic solvent-accessible surface area (SASA) is a

driving force in protein folding, and it is particularly important for the

extreme stability found in both thermophilic and designed pro-

teins.1,10–12,38–40 On the contrary, all three thermophilic structures

buried a smaller fraction of the hydrophobic surface area compared to

their extended structures than EnHD did, particularly 2lvsC

(Figure 3A). 2lvsC had more bulky residues with hydrophobic content

(e.g., tyrosine) on its surface. It is unclear whether this feature is the-

rmostabilizing for 2lvsC or provides a potential avenue for further

thermostabilization. Similarly, in the 2lvs proteins, a higher fraction of

the SASA of their surface residues was hydrophobic compared to

EnHD (Figure 3B). As the hydrophobic effect is weaker at high

temperature,41 it may be less unfavorable for a higher proportion of

2lvs's surface area to be hydrophobic, compared to EnHD.

F IGURE 2 Thermostability and heightened backbone dynamics in 2lvs. (A) Cα RMSD measured over the helical core residues (EnHD 10–54,
2lvsN 3–43, 2lvsC 63–100) and averaged over a 100-ps window at for five simulations at 25�C and (B) 100�C. (C) Average Cα RMSF for the
helical core residues at 25�C and 100�C, n = 5. (D) Representative final MD structures (colored by helix) compared to the minimized starting
structure (white)
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3.5 | The role of backbone dynamics in 2lvs
thermostability

In previous work on UVF, an engineered, thermostable, three-helix-

bundle protein, we found that heightened backbone dynamics pro-

vided structural evidence of entropic thermostabilization.8 Like UVF,

2lvsN was somewhat more dynamic at 25�C than EnHD and

maintained these heightened dynamics at 100�C without unfolding

(Figure 2 and Figure S1). 2lvsC was even more dynamic that 2lvsN at

both 25 and 100�C (Figure 2C and Figure S1), but again maintained its

folded structure at both temperatures. This observation provides ini-

tial evidence that stabilization via dynamics may be found in naturally

thermostable proteins and could be a more general method of

thermostabilization.

3.6 | Contact patterns underlying thermostability

UVF's heightened backbone dynamics are facilitated by highly mobile

side chains within the fully-hydrophobic core.8,42 2lvsN and 2lvsC, like

UVF, had increased backbone dynamics at 25�C, relative to EnHD,

and they maintained these heightened dynamics without unfolding at

100�C. Therefore, we might expect the pattern of increased side chain

dynamics observed in UVF to be present in 2lvsN and 2lvsC as well.

The heightened side chain dynamics in UVF's fully hydrophobic

core led to an increase in the unique pairs of contacts made by buried

residues, relative to EnHD. While 2lvsN, like UVF, had no buried

hydrogen bonds, (Figure 4B), it had fewer unique buried contacts than

EnHD, indicative of rigid core packing (Figure 4A). All 16 of UVF's bur-

ied residues are hydrophobic, whereas only 11 of 2lvsN's 12 buried

residues are. Glu12, the single non-hydrophobic buried residue, is ori-

ented such that its carboxyl group is solvent accessible. As side chain

interactions in 2lvsN's core were not as dynamic as in UVF's, it may

be that thermostabilization via dynamics requires all—not most—

buried residues to be hydrophobic. Perhaps Glu12 played a critical

role in rigidifying 2lvsN's core or attracting hydrogen-bonding interac-

tions from surface residues, and likely, 2lvsN's core-to-surface disul-

fide bond did as well.

Like 2lvsN, 2lvsC had fewer unique core contacts than EnHD

(Figure 4A), but unlike UVF and 2lvsN, 2lvsC did have a buried hydro-

gen bond (Figure 4B). The most frequent core hydrogen bond was

observed between Glu65 and Arg88, with an occupancy of about

65%. This long-range hydrogen bond connects H4 and the H5-H6

loop in a homologous location as 2lvsN's disulfide bond between

Cys7 (H1) and Cys28 (H2-H3 loop) (Figure 5B). It may be that these

strong interactions contributed to side-chain rigidification among bur-

ied residues of 2lvsN and 2lvsC.

A common feature of thermostable proteins is an increase in sur-

face charged residues, salt bridges, and hydrogen bonds compared to

mesophilic proteins.10,13,40,43,44 Indeed, 2lvsN had more surface

hydrogen bonds than EnHD, but 2lvsC did not (Figure 4D). As the sol-

vent density decreases at 100�C, hydrogen bonds with and among

solvent become less common and additionally less favorable.24 2lvs

lost surface hydrogen bonds with water at 100�C, but it gained them

with itself, aiding in thermostabilization. The same was not true for

EnHD, which lost hydrogen bonds at high temperature. EnHD and

2lvsC had the same number of unique surface contacts per residue,

but 2lvsN had more (Figure 4C). An increased number of unique con-

tacts indicates a more dynamic surface where residues can form more

short-lived contacts with neighboring residues.

3.7 | The role of a buried salt bridge and
disulfide bond

We aimed to investigate the role of 2lvsN's disulfide and 2lvsC's bur-

ied salt bridge by removing them from 2lvs and adding them to EnHD.

In 2lvsN-noss, we simply reduced the disulfide bond and protonated

both cysteine residues. In 2lvsC-nosb, we introduced two mutations,

Glu65Gln and Arg88Met. Appropriate locations in EnHD between HI

and the very C-terminus of HII were explored to find mutations that

would geometrically support addition of a disulfide bond or salt

bridge. We selected Gln12 and Leu40 to mutate to Cys in EnHD-ss,

and Gln12 and Leu38 to mutate to Asp and Lys in EnHD-sb

(Figure 5E).

F IGURE 3 Role of hydrophobic SASA in the thermostability of
2lvs. (A) Average hydrophobic surface area in MD simulation divided
by the hydrophobic surface area in the extended structure.
(B) Average hydrophobic surface area of the surface residues divided
by total surface area of the surface residues. Average ± SD, n = 5
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While the disulfide bond seemed to have provided some stability

to 2lvsN, it was not critical for its global thermostability. Reduction of

the disulfide bond in 2lvsN-noss increased somewhat the Cα RMSD

at 25�C but did not significantly change it at 100�C (Figure 6A), indi-

cating the disulfide was not necessary for 2lvsN's thermostability.

Reduction of the disulfide also did not decrease the amount of time

the two residues spent in contact at 25�C. However, Cyh7 and Cyh28

in 2lvsN-noss spent only 79% of simulation time in contact at 100�C

(Figure 5A). We hypothesized that the disulfide bond might be respon-

sible for side chain rigidification in 2lvsN's near-fully hydrophobic core,

but we observed the same number of unique buried contacts/residue

in 2lvsN-noss (2.2 ± 0.1 contacts/residue) as 2lvsN (2.2 ± 0.0 contacts/

residue). Curiously, removal of the disulfide rigidified H3 somewhat

(Figure 6B), perhaps providing further evidence that 2lvsN's backbone

dynamics correlate with thermostability. While loss of 2lvsN's disulfide

had little effect in our MD simulations at 100�C, in vitro mutation of

F IGURE 4 Contribution to stability
and quantification of side chain dynamics
by residue-residue contacts. (A) Number of
unique contacts among pairs of buried
residues normalized by the number of
buried residues in each protein.
(B) Number of hydrogen bonds between
pairs of buried residues. (C) Number of
unique contacts among pairs of surface

residues normalized by the number of
surface residues. (D) Number of hydrogen
bonds between pairs of surface residues.
Average ± SD, n = 5

F IGURE 5 Contacts between residues
participating in native and engineered
disulfide bonds and salt bridges. (A) Fraction
time in contact for residues involved in the
2lvsN disulfide bond and 2lvsC salt bridge in
the native and engineered proteins.
(B) Images of the native disulfide bond
(2lvsN) and salt bridge (2lvsCP68, dashed
line) and those engineered into EnHD.
(C) Fraction time with a salt bridge present
for 2lvsC and salt bridge mutants. Average
± SD, n = 5
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the two cysteine residues to serine decreased the full protein's function

above 50�C in DNA-binding experiments, suggesting the disulfide bond

does contribute to 2lvsN's thermostability.18

The Glu65-Arg88 salt bridge in 2lvsC was unnecessary for the

protein's stability, as the Glu65Gln and Arg88Met mutations did not

significantly change the amount of time these residues spent in con-

tact for either of the 2lvsC-nosb proteins at either temperature

(Figure 5A). Similarly, there was no increase in core Cα RMSD for

either of the mutants (Figure 6A). If anything, 2lvsCT68-nosb was

slightly more stable than the wild type. As with 2lvsN, changes in

dynamics were most apparent in H6, with the salt bridge promoting

rigidity in 2lvsCP68 and flexibility in 2lvsCT68 (Figure 6C).

Addition of a disulfide bond between residues 12 and 38 in EnHD

was more stabilizing than addition of a salt bridge between residues

12 and 40. In EnHD, Gln12 and Leu40 were already in contact 90% of

the time at 25�C but only 61% of the time at 100�C (Figure 5A). Addi-

tion of a disulfide bond between these residues increased both of

these contact times to 100%, by definition. As for global stability,

EnHD-ss was a bit more dynamic at 25�C based on core Cα RMSD/F,

but it was considerably more stable at 100�C (Figure 6A,D). Both

EnHD-ss and EnHD-sb maintained helical content better at 100�C

than the wild type (Figure S3). Similarly, Gln12 and Leu38 were

already in contact 100% of the time at 25�C and 77% of the time at

100�C. In EnHD-sb, this contact time decreased somewhat at 25�C

but not significantly at 100�C (Figure 5A). As the measurement in

Figure 5A was not specific to salt bridges, we wanted to ensure our

salt bridge formed as designed. Measuring only contacts between the

charged atoms in the amino acid pairs, the salt bridge was indeed

formed 78 and 72% of the time at 25 and 100�C, respectively.

Despite successful formation of the salt bridge, it did not obviously

increase stability at 100�C based on core Cα RMSD/F (Figure 6A,D,E).

While the engineered disulfide bond rigidified EnHD-ss at 100�C,

stabilization was less obvious for EnHD-sb, based on simulation-wide

averages. We hypothesized that perhaps the added interactions would

slow unfolding at 100�C. We calculated transition state (TS) times for

the three proteins in each simulation at 100�C. Wild type EnHD

unfolded in all five of the simulations with TS times ranging from 25 to

87 ns (Table 1). The unfolding halftime for EnHD measured using laser

T-jump experiments was extrapolated to 5 ns at 100�C, which is

roughly an order of magnitude faster than we observed in our simula-

tions.45 However, our single-molecule simulations are not subject to

the effects of protein–protein interactions, particularly those between

F IGURE 6 Backbone dynamics of EnHD, 2lvs, and engineered mutants. (A) Average ± SD Cα RMSD over the core residues for all nine
proteins at 25 and 100�C, n = 5. (B–D) Average Cα RMSF over the core residues showing the effect of removal and addition of disulfide bonds
and salt bridges. The location of the mutated Cys residues are noted with yellow arrows and mutated charged residues with red. Note the larger
y-axis range in EnHD (D) compared to 2lvs (B, C). (E) Representative final MD structures (colored by helix) compared to the minimized starting
structure (white)
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the hydrophobic regions exposed upon unfolding, which complicates

the direct comparison to experimental data.

For EnHD-ss, two of the proteins did not denature in 100 ns, and

the other three had TS times later than most of those observed for

EnHD. Similarly, EnHD-sb did not denature in three of the simulations

and denatured in the latter half of the simulation in both cases. There-

fore, we predict that EnHD-ss and EnHD-sb have a slower ku than

wild-type EnHD that may impart kinetic stability.

3.8 | Comparison of stabilizations strategies with
other thermophilic proteins

Naturally thermostable proteins tend to have more disulfide bonds

and salt bridges than mesophilic proteins in static structures,10–12,43

and thermostabilization of mesophilic and thermophilic proteins

through addition of salt bridges or disulfide bonds has been previously

accomplished.46–48 Pordea and coworkers as well as Hazra and

coworkers thermostabilized two carbonic anhydrases (CAs) by strate-

gic addition of salt bridges46 and disulfide bonds,47 as we did for

EnHD-ss. Pordea et al. also found that while two naturally thermo-

philic CAs were less dynamic than the mesophilic CA based on Cα

RMSF, another from thermophilic S. azorense (SazCA), was more

dynamic. SazCA and 2lvs are two examples of naturally thermostable

proteins whose thermostability could be achieved—or at least is not

hindered by—increased backbone dynamics in the native state.

Proteins lose conformational entropy as they proceed from the

highly disordered unfolded state to the more-organized native state,

and this loss of entropy is energetically unfavorable. In this way, height-

ened native state dynamics provides thermodynamic stability through

the loss of less entropy upon folding (smaller ΔS).16 Indeed, Marqusee

and coworkers calculated stability curves for RNase H* from thermo-

philic T. thermophiles and mesophilic E. coli and found that the thermo-

philic protein was stabilized at higher temperatures than its mesophilic

counterpart due to a smaller TΔS.49 Similarly, Jaenicke and coworkers

compared the cold shock protein from thermophilic T. maratima to that

of mesophilic B. subtilis and found that both proteins had similar folding

rates but that thermophilic protein had a slower unfolding rate con-

stant, suggesting entropic factors are responsible for the

thermostabilization of the thermophilic cold shock protein.15

Increased native state dynamics has also been associated with ther-

mostability in engineered proteins, such as Precambrian β-lactamases

designed by ancestral sequence reconstruction.50 It is reasonable to

predict that the older the ancestor, the more thermostable, due to the

high but decreasing temperature of Earth over that time.51 Sanchez-

Ruiz and coworkers engineered de novo Kemp eliminase activity into

the ancestral enzymes by adding an aspartate to a hydrophobic pocket,

and the pattern held that the older the ancestor, the more eliminase

activity. Structurally, the older and more active proteins were also more

flexible, but perhaps counter intuitively, they had a more preorganized

active site. Despite the heightened dynamics of the oldest protein, its

active site was preorganized for transition-state stabilization, suggesting

that thermostability by dynamics is compatible with function.

UVF is another example of an engineered, thermostable protein

with a highly dynamic native state.7,8,42 2lvsC and UVF both had

heightened backbone dynamics in the native state that were

maintained without unfolding in MD simulations at 100�C. Unlike

UVF, 2lvsC did not have heightened buried side-chain dynamics, so it

is possible that entropic stabilization plays a smaller role in 2lvs' ther-

mostability than UVF's. Like 2lvsC, UVF is a three-helix bundle,

suggesting that stabilization by dynamics may not be specific to large

enzymes and is perhaps a generalizable thermostabilization strategy.

Entropic thermostabilization through increased dynamics in the

native state is a promising strategy for designing thermostable pro-

teins. There are some examples of naturally thermostable proteins

harnessing this form of thermostabilization, but the strategy is not

straightforward to assess. Quantifying dynamics and thermodynamic

contributions to stability require complicated and low-throughput

techniques such as NMR, calorimetry, and molecular dynamics simula-

tions. Additionally, increased dynamics are often assumed to indicate

instability. More work determining the sequence and structural bases

for thermostability via heightened nanosecond-timescale dynamics is

needed for it to be a deployable tool for protein design.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

We investigated the structural and dynamic bases for thermostability

in two thermophilic, three-helix-bundle, DNA-binding domains (2lvsN

and 2lvsC) from H. butylicus and compared them to those previously

observed in an engineered, thermostable three-helix bundle (UVF) and

a naturally occurring, thermolabile three-helix bundle (EnHD). 2lvsN

and 2lvsC had shorter and more-rigid loops between their first two

helices compared to EnHD, and short loops are a common property of

naturally thermophilic proteins. As is common in thermophilic pro-

teins, 2lvsN had more hydrogen bonds on its surface than EnHD.

Unlike other thermophilic proteins however, 2lvs buried a smaller

fraction of its hydrophobic surface area upon folding and had a higher

proportion of hydrophobic surface area compared to polar than

EnHD. Strong core disulfide and salt-bridge interactions were not

solely responsible for stability in 2lvs, but provided moderate (disul-

fide) or minimal (salt bridge) stability when engineered into a homolo-

gous position in EnHD. Like UVF, 2lvsC had heightened dynamics

TABLE 1 Unfolding transition state times in MD simulations
at 100�C

Replicate

Transition state time (ns)

EnHD EnHD-ss EnHD-sb

1 87.42 71.08 >100a

2 42.18 >100a 85.15

3 37.42 91.92 62.19

4 25.32 98.33 >100a

5 63.37 >100a >100a

aThe protein did not denature during the 100-ns simulation.
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relative to EnHD. We found that heightened nanosecond-timescale

dynamics is compatible with thermostability, and indeed could be sta-

bilizing. In addition to established methods of designing short, rigid

loops, surface hydrogen bonds, and internal disulfide bonds,

thermostabilization by dynamics may be a promising strategy for engi-

neering thermostable proteins.
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